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Anthrazit

Pendulum / Cardio Training

Starting position Stand one foot length away 
from the Trendy Meia. 
Exercise Jump one-legged in the center of the 
Trendy Meia and swing the other leg to the 
side. Then back to the ground. Repeat with the 
other leg. 
More difficult Jump three times with each leg 
in the middle of the Trendy Meia and swing the 
other leg to the side.
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Knee Up / Cardio Training

Starting position Stand one foot length away 
from the Trendy Meia. 
Exercise Jump one-legged in the center of 
the Trendy Meia, while the other leg is pulled 
perpendicular to the belly. Then back to the 
ground. Repeat with the other leg. 
More difficult Jump three times with each leg 
in the middle of the Trendy Meia. Then back to 
the ground.

Squat Jumps / Cardio Training

Starting position Place one leg in the center of 
the Trendy Meia, feet hip-width apart. the other 
leg pressure on the heel on the floor. Both toes 
point forward. 
Exercise Change leg on the Trendy Meia, bend 
knee und press upwards. Jump above the Trendy 
Meia. Repeat exercise on the other side. 
More difficult Both arms above the head  
and pull both elbows down while squatting  
(possibly with weights).

Lunges / Cardio Training

Starting position Place one leg in the center 
of the Trendy Meia and shift the body weight on 
the heel of that leg. the other leg is standing 
on the floor on the tip of the toes. 
Exercise Jump on the Trendy Meia alternating 
with right and left leg. 

Balance / Legs

Starting position With help of a suporting 
object set one foot in the center on the back 
of the Trendy Meia, set the other foot hip-width 
apart right after and balance weight. 
Exercise Bend your knees several times, keeping 
weight on the heels.

Hip Lift

Starting position Lying on the back place both 
heels hip-width apart on the Trendy Meia. 
Exercise Raise and lower hip just above the 
ground. 
More difficult Stretch out one leg upwards 
during the exercise.

Shoulder

Starting position Turn around the Trendy Meia. 
Grab the side handles with both hands, and 
then stretch out legs so that the body forms a 
straight line. 
Exercise Press down right and left hand to the 
ground alternating.

Straight Abdominal Muscles

Starting position Set your ellbows in the center 
of the Trendy Meia in a kneeling position. 
Exercise lift knees off the floor. Abdominals 
tight. The body should form a straight line. Hold 
a few seconds, then a short break and repeat 
again.

Upper Back Muscles

Starting position Lie on the Trendy Meia, while 
both tips of the toes touching the ground. Lift 
the upper body and hold tension. 
Exercise Stretch both arms and move elbows 
slowly towards the botty and stretch again.

Lower Abdominal Muscles

Starting position Lie on the back on the Trendy 
Meia, hands behind head, take feet off the 
ground and balance out. 
Exercise Alternating stretch one leg while 
keeping your upper body stable. Bend one knee 
over the hip. 
More difficult Always stretch one arm diago-
nally over the head.

Chest Muscles

Starting position Turn the Trendy Meia. Grab 
the side handles with both hands and then 
stretch out legs, so the body forms a straight 
line. 
Exercise Bend the arms and lower the upper 
body to the bottom of the Trendy Meia. Extend 
the arms again.

Lateral Abdominal Muscles

Starting position Prop up elbow below the 
shoulder joint in the center of the Trendy Meia, 
stretch legs (kneeing if shoulder problems) 
and carefully remove hip off the floor. Bring 
the body into a straight line. 
Exercise Raise and lower hip alternating. 
More difficult Upper arm and upper leg spread 
apart from the body.

max. Belastbarkeit
max. carrying capacity 

300 KG

Mountainclimber Training / Cardio 

Training

Starting position Stand one foot length away 
from the Trendy Meia. 
Exercise Jump one-legged in the center of the 
Trendy Meia. While pulling the other knee at a 
right angle to the belly. Switch to the other 
leg. Then put both hands shoulder-width apart 
on the Trendy Meia and stretch out both legs in 
succession.
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